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THINGS I CARRY
On my back are the things I carry
I will smile and will be merry
I carry the memories of long ago
I take it with me, wherever I go

I walk in the sun and the rain
Twists and turns, I couldn’t explain
I journey the world, opened wide
I carry the stories of all things inside
And in my heart, I carry love
The rich blessing of life from above
And on my back is a leaf- insect bug
Amidst my beautiful realm of nature’s hug.

A CALL FROM YESTERDAY
Round and round the days are spun
The story of our lives in the sun
The moments could be happy or sad
And think of the things that you once had
We live in our time and not the place
The blend of our twirl and grace
Our lives are like the pages of book
To open, to discover, and to look
Each day is like a page turn
Looking forward and backward to learn
Enjoying the scenes and the ride
And treasuring the old and new inside.

SIT WITH ME
Come sit with me awhile
Sit with me and just smile
Sit in the Capital’s breeze
Sit with me and feel at ease
Sit with me and dream with me
Sit with me and let you mind fly free.

WALK IN SUNSHINE
We walked beneath the shade of a cloud
On a lovely street where two is a crowd
We saw the flowers dancing in the breeze
A day in the shine of Georgetown’s ease
Church Street, is the path that we took
Passed St. George’s Cathedral for a look
We walked the Garden City in our stride
And felt the sweet sounds of home inside.

STEPPING GRACEFULLY
Heron trek on the lush of the tide
And the fishes and the frogs hide
Green spectrum of his eyes praise
And hovering of the dragon flies
Ignorant of the time or the hour
The colors of the waterlily flower
In the hush of his world he stares
A tell- tale ripple of purpose there.

HORSE’S POWER
A cart with used tires for its load
Clip clop of horseshoes on the road
The wear along the asphalt stump
Perhaps headed for the city dump
Real horse’s power of Guyana’s street
And a last laugh for hooves in the heat.

EGRET UP HIGH
Overheard in the Georgetown’s sky
A snowy white egret perched high
Satisfied perhaps with a full gizzard
Tasty fish, dragonfly, bugs and lizard
As white as snow in the land of green
Under the blue sky in splendor serene.

I REMEMBER THEN
Puddles are for young feet
Refreshing rain after the heat
They love to play and splash
Laughing in their dash
Barefoot, shoes or boots
Without ever caring a hoot
Children are made to be free
And I remember when it was me.

THINGS THAT MATTERS
It is the breeze that blows
Like the river that flows
It is that parrot that sings
Like eating in my hammock swing
It is the family dog by the door
Like this bottom house sweetness I adore
It is the simple life from the start
That can move a stony heart
It is the smile that greets the morning sun
The contentment when the day is done
It is the quality of love that I boast
And those little things that matters the most.

THE HUSH OF LUSH
To tranquility, I am bound
My peace of mind is found
Away and far from the coast
And the hush of lush is my host
On the river, my soul will fly
Destiny charted in the blue sky
I’ll travel to serenity and peace
The loudness of aggression, cease
In this boat, I travel upstream
Over the water and to my dream
Passing the homes beneath the trees
The people by the shores in the breeze
I travel on the sweet river’s tide
The sounds of nature is my guide
And on the waves and the swell
My destination, where tranquility dwell.

MORNING KISS
Feathery touch of a morning kiss
The colors of the day that is bliss
The splendor of the blushing sky
Soaring on the wind way up high
Higher than the birds ever knew
And into the realm of a perfect blue.

MARKET DAY
A Saturday morning by the River-shore
The boats of garden freshness is the lure
Mukru baskets with vegetables overflows
The gentle ripples of the Demerara glows
The sweet smell of ripening fruits in air
A welcoming smile of home found there
The Linden Ferry boats dancing on the tide
A meeting place for so many by the riverside.

CHILD OF THE MANGROVES
A miracle of life is what the mangrove is
A child plays where the mangrove lives
Shrubs of green in the brackish muck
Tasty crabs, fishes and waterfowls cluck
Thrice the salinity of the Atlantic brine
And yet a playground a child calls mine
Little yellow- pants girl with muddy feet
And the rebirth of precious life so sweet.

SONG OF BAUXITE
Overburden of the mines and bauxite hills
Birds sings but quiet as a graveyard and still
Upper Demerara, Bauxite, the sun, the rain
No more hums of the draglines and the trains
Open mining and the thunder of dynamic blast
One 100 years of bauxite and memories to last
Men with spade and steam shovel digging deep
That precious clay of the earth that they seek
A rugged land of hills and the lakes of blue
No practice of land reclamation, that is true
The overburden cast aside and left to rest
Song of bauxite was Upper Demerara’s best.

SWEET CHILD
This little MHS cupcake
Washes up after lunch break
Sweet child of hope and wishes
It is said to always wash her dishes
Mackenzie Market, vendors and stalls
Lunch in the shade before school bell calls.

A BITE OF PARADISE
[Malacca- Cashew]
Red like an apple outside
Flavor of the tropics inside
A luscious fruit to entice
An irresistible bite of paradise
Taste of home is the lure
And one of the best for sure.

MAN PIABA! WOMAN PIABA!
Roots, tree bark and leaves for the cold
Bushman’s potion from the days of old
Natural remedies growing wild around
The blessings of Guyana and the ground
Bitters, wild simitoo and stink -in toe
Cure for all and you don’t have to owe
Ginger root and mint leaf, a cure for gas
The herbal vendor that you must not pass.

SOW GOOD SEEDS
Plant a seed in fertile soil if you might
And nurture it with love in the light
Treat the delicate sprouts from the start,
With a touch that comes from the heart
Then stand back and give it some room
Watch it grow to its magnificent bloom
And the bountiful fruits of what was sown
Will bring the best feeling, inside ever known.

WHERE MACAWS FLY
Lift your mind up to the sky
Let it drift where macaws fly
Feel the winds with your wings
Soar high and above all things
Strive to be the best in what you do
And your wishes will come true
Fly high and always wear a smile
And life will definitely be worthwhile
Be the one who loves to inspire
Fly above strife, fly free and fly higher.

WE ARE WHAT WE WEAVE
Weave a web of peace and butterflies parades
Calming hearts with waterfall’s glittering cascades
Make it one of perfect harmony for you and me
A strong tapestry of sweet love and kindness to see
Make it beautiful, colorful and make it worthwhile
Cherishing the blessings of life, and make me smile.

A BOY & HIS PUP
A boy and his pup is a life made whole
A friendship that worth more that gold
They form a lasting bond for any day
A willing best friend for a game to play
His pal to accompany him along a run
With a whistle, he barks and lots of fun
The very best gift there is for a little boy
The smiles on the faces of the duo of joy.

REST STOP ON THE TRAIL
Take the trail where the trees meet the sky
And the birds will sing and macaws will fly
Take that trail deep into Guyana’s wonder
Inhale the beauty and take time to ponder
Go where the air is fresh and clear the mind
The blessings of peace is what you will find
Feel the ambience of nature in your quest
And find a humble place in the forest to rest.

A SANTA MISSION DIVE
Arise! Arise from a good night sleep
Take a morning dive into the deep
The freshness of the creek beckons me
And enjoying the glory of life is the key
Smile; take a deep breath!
And plunge into the sweet water depth.

THE FLIP SIDE OF LIFE
On the flip side of precious life
There is sunshine after the rain
And there is some pain before gain.
On the flip side of sacred life
There is hope for me and you
And our dreams will come true.
On the flip side of a blessed life
Live a life with no regrets
And life is as good as it gets.
On the flip side of a good life
Live with harmony and you will be okay
And make the most of this beautiful day.
On the flip side of this beautiful life

To learn is to live
And to have peace and to love is to give.

ESSEQUIBO CROSSING
Ride Essequibo deep and wide
Ride the river trail with the tide
Ride the crossing of the shiny river
And watch the trees sway and shiver
Ride the mighty river in the sunny day
And watch the water and the fishes play
Cross on the wave where the water crest
And continue the trip on the trail that is bless.

A FACE IN A LOG
A face in a log looking at me
What does it tells me?
I see man, woman, boy and a girl
I see them in a world in its swirl
I see the blade of saw
I see the people without law
I see the sky; I look for a while
I will try to smile
I see a creek with fish
I have only one wish
To tell this tale
But I am afraid it’s of little avail
You have a duty to sacred earth
An entrusted guardian from birth

And if you plan to be around
Think before you cut another tree down.

SODDEN FARM
The sun can cause a drought
Rain can be like a water spout
Crops need the sun and the rain
But too much of any can be a pain
And here is a story of a sodden farm
The rainfall without mercy and harm.

NO CRYIN BABY
Stop the crying! Stop the strife
Be thankful that you have life
Stop the whining! Good grief!
And give me some relief
Stop crying about your pain!
Break the cycle and the chain
Stop! Take a good look around
And stop breaking people down
Stop the crying! Let love abide
And look at yourself inside

The world is full of trouble
Is it your wish to create more rubble?
Stop the crying! Free your mind!
And peace and happiness you’ll find
Stop your turmoil and stay back!
No cryin allowed in this shack!

UNSTUCK YOURSELF
The trail is full of twist and turns
And we must be patient and learn
That you might ran out of luck
And in the mud you will be stuck
But in that lost wilderness, afar
Make no mistake you are the star
To press on with determine will
And climb to the smooth trail uphill.

BUSH TRAIL DELAY
Look in the mirror, Bud
You are stuck in the mud
I know that you will swear
You’re not going anywhere
Putta putta like quick sand
Come, I will give you a hand
Forget the rain and the pain
I‘ve a pulley and some chain
Soon you will be on your way
On this bush trail called delay.

A SANCTIFIED BRIDGE
Deep within the realms of flickering reflections
Lives a bridge amidst life’s wondrous connections
A cherish palladium of the world of yesteryear
And sacred script of precious times held so dear
Linking foundational dreams, wild imaginations and fears
To rooted past, faithful kinship and journey through years
Gleaming tea water creek rapidly flows beneath its span
Nestle labyrinths of nature roaming free since life began
A synapse of cherish heritage and cultural reality
Encapsulating riches of the heart and distinct entity
Where ancestors whisper within rapturous natural appeals
Spawning sturdy fibers of purpose true with virtuous
ideals
Not of tempered steel but of greenheart and able to endure

Architectural pathway of the righteous soul and
everlastingly pure.

CRUNCH OF SHELL BEACH
Shells of old on a beach to behold
Tides of time and the story is told
And there they lie beneath the sun
The story of life in every one
Brought on the waves of the splashing sea
From the deep blue waters of fertility
Exoskeletons of the invertebrate mollusks laid
A beach and the story of time were made
Beach of sand, gravel, pebbles and shells
The bounty of the deep now dwells
Listen to the bell of the seashore rings
And what the drift of the current shall bring

Some are intact but many are broken
The story of the shells of time barely spoken
Delicate shells cracked by the tide and passing feet
The crunch of Shell Beach of Guyana so sweet.

FEEL THE SAND
Walk along an inland beach
Feel the sand beneath your feet
The warm crunch between the toes
Along the shore where the water flows
The sweet of lush that clears the mind
Slowing the pace of life and is so kind.

A SLICE SO NICE
[My neck of the woods]
Choose a mango, ripen by the sun
One from my tree, second to none
A large juicy mango that you see
A blessing that is sweet as can be
Wash and then find a little shade
Slice carefully with a serrated blade
Soft pieces of paradise in this slice
To share with another will be nice
Mango ripe and mango so sweet!
And anytime of the day, is a treat.

A SUMMER DAY
[My precious grandsons Liam 2 and Luca 4
On the porch we play
A dear summer day
Who made the world?
Little boy and the girl
Who made ice cream so sweet?
And all the candy we eat
Who made your brown eyes?
And Mommy and Daddy wise
Luca and Liam, two lovely boys
On their porch in their summer of joy.

HIBISCUS SPELL
Their silky petals cast a spell
Hibiscus flowers and I can tell
My lovely garden is the place
When I feel like slowing the pace
Bouquets of beautiful hibiscus delight
That soothe my mood, fresh and bright.

OUTSIDE MY WINDOW
Outside my kitchen window I see
The new day, flowers and my coconut trees
The sun is shining, I see
Only I can determine what kind a day it will be
I know it will be a good one, I say
And I will make this, the best day.

LAND OF CANNAS
I could be as flamboyant as my cannas red
But I choose a life of peace and quiet instead
I find much content and ask for nothing more
Prefers to walk in the sun of my garden’s lure
I cherish the songbirds in the lush of my hands
In my sweet land of cannas from where I stand.

GRANDMA LOVE
[Remembering my Grandmother Nesta Allicock nee
Bremner [1896- 1968]
A grandmother is a wonderful friend
A person whom you can always depend
And for me, it has been so many years
I still remember, and the goodbye tears
My grandma who was there from the start
And her memories will forever live in my heart.

MAY YOUR SKY STAY YELLOW
May your sky be like flowers yellow
A color that glows and say hello
May you always shine bright
Like the yellow sun bringing light
May you bloom like marigolds tall
And stay sweet like fruits where birds call
May you treasure the harmony of life like gold
And stay soft like the Regia Delonix petals I hold.

THE END.

